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After the successful completion of the course, the students 
- will be familiar with the general outlines of the development of model-theoretic
methods, from their origin in the foundations of mathematics and logical 
semantics in the first half of the 20th century to their current wide use in 
epistemological contexts; 
- will be familiar with model-theoretic terminology and able to independently 
approach at a basic epistemological and ontological level central concepts and 
open problems related to model-theoretic constructions and applications in 
scientific practice;
- will have gained some insight into critical areas of current open debate on 
scientific modeling, which will be of value for their further studies and 
professional practice in philosophy and the social sciences more generally.



General Competences
Taking into consideration the general competences that the degree-holder must acquire (as these 
appear in the Diploma Supplement and appear below), at which of the following does the course 
aim?
Search for, analysis and synthesis of data and
information, with the use of the necessary 
technology
Adapting to new situations
Decision-making
Working independently
Team work
Working in an international environment
Working in an interdisciplinary environment
Production of new research ideas

Project planning and management
Respect for difference and multiculturalism
Respect for the natural environment
Showing social, professional and ethical 
responsibility and sensitivity to gender issues
Criticism and self-criticism
Production of free, creative and inductive thinking
……
Others…
…….

Working independently
Team work
Working in an interdisciplinary environment
Working in an international environment
Respect for difference and multiculturalism
Criticism and self-criticism
Production of free, creative and inductive thinking

(3) SYLLABUS

General Idea of the seminar

In the last 50 years, the vocabulary of model theory has become the dominant 
framework for the theoretical self-explication of scientific practice across almost
every field and discipline. 
This seminar aims to provide an undergraduate-level introduction to the basic 
philosophical background in the fields of the philosophy of logic, mathematics, 
epistemology, and ontology, which is necessary for understanding the widely 
used terminology of model-theoretic methodology, i.e. such notions as theory, 
language, model, structure, permutation, invariance, isomorphism, truth, proof, 
satisfaction, interpretation, representation, simulation etc.
The model-theoretic vocabulary originated in the first half of the 20th century 
within the context of what A. Tarski called the “general methodology of the 
deductive sciences” or “metamathematics”: the project of providing a strict 
formalized treatment of the semantics of formalized languages; in particular, 
Tarski sought to clarify the exact meaning of such traditional “logical” 
expressions as “truth”, “consequence” etc., as those expressions can be used 
consistently in Fregean type formal languages. Frege had invented his Concept-
script in order to solve the pressing problems in the foundations of arithmetic 
and set theory at the second half of the 19th century, and it remains the most 
widely used standard for the formulation of axiomatic set theory to this day. In 
the first half of the seminar we will review the basic concepts of predicate logic, 
set theory and general philosophy of mathematics (mainly) in the work of Frege, 
and take a close look at the birth of model theory within this context in the work 
of Tarski. 
Model theory in the strictest sense has become a rich mathematical subject in 
itself, but its vocabulary has also retained the broader foundational role of its 
metamathematical or logico-semantic origins, namely in the realm of strict 
reflection on the meaning of any term of any sort of mathematical formalism, 
instrument or structure used in any context. In the second half of the 20th 
century model-theoretic methods were extended to the the analysis of problems 
of the application of mathematics and to the characterization of empirical 
theories, thus becoming the strictest form of general scientific methodology. In 
the second part of the seminar we will examine the basic model-theoretic 
conception of scientific theory in the relevant seminal work of Suppes; while also
attempting to assess this conception within the broader philosophical landscape 
of the past century, by exemplarily drawing comparisons between the traditional
structuralism of Logical Positivism in the work of Carnap and the new model-



theoretic structuralist program in the work of Sneed.   
In the third part, we will take a brief look at some of the currently most widely 
discussed open problems in the epistemology and ontology of scientific modeling
(such as fictionalism), as well as some of the historically available broader 
critical perspectives on model theory (Badiou, Baudrilliard). Finally we will 
attempt to establish the relevance of Hegel’s critique of formalization, 
axiomatics and the “metaphysics of the sciences” for a contemporary critical 
perspective on model-theoretic methodology. 

Course outline

1. Introduction
In search of a critical perspective in epistemology;
Brief historical sketch of the development of model-theory; 

2. Frege’s new logic and the formalization of arithmetic
Frege, Begriffsschrifft (1879, excerpts), in: Van Heijenoort, From Frege 
to Gödell, ascourcebook in mathematical logic 1879-1931
Frege, Grundlagen der Arithmetik (excerpts)

3. Problems of naive set theory and the axiomatization project
Russell-Frege correspondence (1902) in: Van Heijenoort, pp. 124-129
Hilbert, On the foundations of logic and arithmetic (1904), in: Van 
Heijenoort, pp. 129-138.

4. Informal semantics of traditional positivistic structuralism  
Carnap, Der logische Aufbau der Welt, excerpts.

5. Formalization of semantics and the birth of model theory
Tarski, The concept of truth in formalized languages (1933) in: A. Tarski: 
Logic, Semantics, Metamathematics, Oxford 1956/1983, pp. 152–178.

6. Axiomatic methodology and the vocabulary of model theory 
Tarski, Introduction to Logic and to the Methodology of Deductive 
Science, Chapter 6.
Tarski, “Contributions to the theory of models, I” (1954), Indagationes 
Mathematicae, 16, pp. 572–581.

7. The model-theoretic conception of science 
Suppes, Representation and Invariance of Scientific Structures (2002), 
excerpts from Ch. 1 and 2.

8. Isomorphic representation, invariance, symmetry and meaning
Suppes, Representation and Invariance of Scientific Structures (2002), 
excerpts from Ch. 3 and 4.

9. Contemporary model-theoretic structuralism
Balzer/ Moulines/ Sneed, An Architectonic for Science: The Structuralist 
Program (1987), excerpts.

10. Selected problems in contemporary model-theoretic ontology 
Tolk (ed.), Ontology, Epistemology, and Teleology for Modeling and 
Simulation (2013), excerpts.
Button/ Walsh, Philosophy and Model Theory, with a historical appendix 
by Wilfrid Hodges (2018), excerpts.

11. Model-theoretic representation and ideology
Badiou, The concept of a model (1968), excerpts.



12. Post-structuralist critique of “the cartographers mad project”
Baudrilliard, Simulacra and simulation (1981), Ch. 1.

13. Critical Hegelian perspective on the “metaphysics of the sciences”
Hegel, Hegel, Science of Logic, vol. II: Essence, excerpts



(4) TEACHING and LEARNING METHODS - EVALUATION

DELIVERY
Face-to-face, Distance learning, etc.

Face to face

USE OF INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY 
Use of ICT in teaching, laboratory

education, communication with
students

E-Learn platform

TEACHING METHODS
The  manner  and  methods  of  teaching
are described in detail.
Lectures, seminars, laboratory practice,
fieldwork,  study  and  analysis  of
bibliography,  tutorials,  placements,
clinical  practice,  art  workshop,
interactive teaching, educational visits,
project,  essay  writing,  artistic
creativity, etc.

The  student's  study  hours  for  each
learning activity are given as well as the
hours  of  non-directed  study  according
to the principles of the ECTS

Activity Semester workload
lectures 39
tutorials 9
Study and analysis of 
bibliography

152

Essay writing 100

Course total 300
STUDENT PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION
Description of the evaluation procedure
Language  of  evaluation,  methods  of
evaluation,  summative  or  conclusive,
multiple  choice  questionnaires,  short-
answer  questions,  open-ended
questions,  problem  solving,  written
work,  essay/report,  oral  examination,
public  presentation,  laboratory  work,
clinical  examination  of  patient,  art
interpretation, other
Specifically-defined  evaluation  criteria
are  given,  and  if  and  where  they  are
accessible to students.

Medium sized essay (7-12) 

(5) ATTACHED BIBLIOGRAPHY

- Suggested bibliography:

All the primary texts mentioned in the outline are available as pdfs on the course
website on E-Learn. Students are encouraged to concentrate on those texts. 
Further bibliography for specific essay topics will be provided for each session 
and after consultation.

Optional further general introductory bibliography to the topic of the seminar:
Frigg, Roman and Stephan Hartmann, "Models in Science", The Stanford 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2020 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = 
<https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2020/entries/models-science/>. 

- Related academic journals:

Journal of Philosophical Logic
Philosophy of Science
Journal for the History and Philosophy of Science
Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation
Synthese


